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Abstract—In some e-learning and blended-learning institutions, such as the 
Saudi Electronic University (SEU) in Saudi Arabia, prior to the students under-
taking exams, the exam questions are distributed to and shared among faculty 
members. This is done by email which poses a high security risk. Hence, using 
email for the exchange of confidential files such as exams in learning institu-
tions can cause the issues of latency, human error, and related security con-
cerns. Therefore, this paper presents a system to secure the digital content of 
exam questions and their transmission in e-learning institutions, enabling the 
control of access to content with suitable management features for security, au-
diting, and archiving using leading technology solutions for content manage-
ment and security. The results of our simulation showed that the proposed sys-
tem provides a faster and more secure access to and exchange of exams be-
tween the instructors and the college and the campus supervisor. Moreover, our 
system reduces the likelihood that there will be errors in exams and subsequent 
delay.   
Keywords—Cloud computing, e-learning exams, secure exchange 
1 Introduction 
This is a proposal for the design and implementation of a module that can be used 
in colleges and universities to secure and share sensitive content related to exams and 
questions used frequently in these environments. In universities, it has now become an 
increasingly common practice for exam questions to be exchanged and shared among 
instructors so that each can have his/her own copy prior to the commencement of the 
exam. Even though this might ensure that the questions will not be jeopardized in 
simple form, when one considers all the modern techniques and penetration tools 
available, in addition to the human error factor, there is a strong possibility that the 
content might be exposed to high risks [1,17].  
Our intention was to present a solution that would enable faculty members to ex-
change the contents of exams in a secure manner. Additionally, our proposed system 
features a workflow engine, auditing, and archiving features, which should make this 
solution an appropriate tool for controlling the transmission of documents and content 
in SEU.  To realize this solution and its benefits, we utilized cloud computing. Cloud 
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computing nowadays is one of the major players in the service provider market, so we 
intended to take advantage of the available cloud computing solutions to achieve our 
project’s goals. 
Why cloud? Because today’s cloud computing has advantages and disadvantages, 
we took both into consideration when planning our solution, although the benefits of 
cloud seem to outweigh the shortcomings [1, 2]. Today’s businesses can  benefit from 
the fact that the cloud offers lower cost of computers for users, improved performance 
of desktop PCs, cost efficiency, unlimited storage, backup and disaster recovery, 
automatic software integration, easy access to information, quick deployment, easier 
scale of services, and easy services delivery [1, 2]. There are several categories of 
cloud computing. However, IaaS - Infrastructure as a Service - was utilized in our 
research. IaaS allows an organization to outsource computing power and resources, 
such as computing equipment, servers, storage, load balancing and so on.  Google 
Compute Engine, Windows Azure, and Amazon Web Service, are examples of IaaS 
[3, 4]. 
2 Objective 
Our proposed system is intended to secure the digital content of exam questions 
and its transmission within the e-learning and blended-learning institutions, enabling 
the control of content access by means of appropriate management features for securi-
ty, auditing, and archiving using leading technology solutions for content manage-
ment and security.  
The implementation of our system should provide significant business value for 
faculties and authorized users. The value includes the secure exchange of digital exam 
contents, auditing and archiving capabilities, easy availability, fast access to content, 
and customization of multiple workflows. Due to lack of time, for this study we tested 
the auditing, archiving capabilities, easy availability and fast access of the exams 
compared with the traditional method of exchange that has been used in SEU.  In 
future work, the security feature will be improved to include authentication and veri-
fication. 
Our state-of-the art content management solution uses modern market technologies 
with N-tier design and architecture. The deliverable will consist of a secure repository 
with business components and user interface. In addition, an embedded workflow 
engine and security modules add vital features that will make the system usable, con-
venient and user-friendly. 
3 Problem Setup  
In some e-learning institutions (such as SEU), exam questions are sent to and 
shared among faculty members, just prior to the start of an exam session. The process 
begins with the subject coordinator calling for and collecting suggested questions and 
answers from lecturers at a number of campuses throughout the Kingdom. These are 
consolidated and used to produce a final or master version of the exam, which is sent 
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to all lecturers just prior (3-4 hours earlier) to the commencement of the exam. This 
transmission and sharing is done via email, and sometimes via public personal emails. 
The practice of sharing such sensitive data via emails exposes confidential content 
to high risk, including data leakage. In order to highlight the major risks associated 
with the sharing of files and data via email and other file sharing solutions, below we 
present a comprehensive analysis of various file-sharing solutions.  
Employees tend to share files and documents by the easier and most convenient 
means [5]. Although there are plenty of choices and alternatives, the increasing num-
ber of experts in hacking and cybercrimes makes it very challenging to use most of 
the available solutions to share documents securely. Figure 1 shows most of the caus-
es of data breaches in today’s various types of businesses [6].  
Figure 2 shows the percentage of organizations in terms of the different tools used 
for file sharing; it is evident that data sharing and the transfer of files is mostly done 
via email [7]. 
 
Fig. 1. Dangerous File-sharing Habits 
 
Fig. 2. File transfer capabilities, Osterman Research, Inc. 
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Employees mostly use one or more of the following when sharing business docu-
ments with others:  
• Email file sharing 
• Peer-2-Peer file sharing 
• Free cloud storage services 
• Flash drives 
Next, we discuss the risks and pitfalls of email file sharing and flash drive vulnera-
bilities.
3.1 Email vulnerabilities
Emails are not usually designed to be secure, and one of the most dangerous and 
risky practices by employees is to use personal emails to send and receive sensitive 
data [8]. Some of the reasons why employees might use emails and personal emails 
for the sharing of data are: 
• It is a faster and easier way to upload and download contents [8, 9]. 
• Personal email has greater inbox capacity than does business email, allowing larger 
attachments [8, 10].  
• Employees want to have access to their files even after leaving the organization 
[11]. 
The use of email to transmit documents within SEU might pose many risks, includ-
ing the human error factor, which is one of the most significant risks in using email. 
For example, a user might inadvertently send a document to a list of recipients that 
might include a wrong address due to a typo, or send an incorrect attachment that has 
sensitive and classified information, or reply to the wrong recipients. Depending on 
the nature of the data being sent, this may lead to a severe breach of data security. In 
the case of SEU, an entire copy of a final exam might be leaked and acquired by an 
unauthorized entity without this being noticed. Another problem with using email is 
the large number of emails that may be sent to a user’s email inbox, which increases 
the likelihood that the lecturer or intended recipient might miss or overlook a vital 
email regarding exam contents. We can add to these issues the use of public emails 
which are not controlled by SEU system administrators, and the nature of data 
breaches there are unknown. Other risks associated with email are the possibility that 
an intermediate email server administrator will read the correspondence, and that 
intruders with network sniffing tools will access the contents [6, 12]. 
3.2 Flash drive vulnerabilities 
As an easy tool for transferring data, USB flash drives are being widely used by the 
public. In our scenario, the use of USB flash drives presents threats that are not much 
different from the known cases. The flash drives are considered to be an easy and 
common means of data security breaching, because they can be easily lost or picked 
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up by anyone. In addition, USB drives are a well-known means of spreading mali-
cious software and viruses, especially when shared between multiple devices [6]. 
From the previous discussion, it is evident that there are various situations when an 
organization’s interests are jeopardized by the actions of its employees. When the 
employees take the initiative to use their own solutions to exchange sensitive data, 
and in our case study of SEU this is the exchange of exam questions, data security 
breaches are to be expected. Without proper control, it is difficult to control the con-
tents and apply filters. Also, securing data and auditing usage is a major challenge. 
Table 1 shows the results of a survey conducted by IPSWITCH [13]. According to 
IPSWITCH, more than half of IT managers cannot monitor file and data transfer with-
in their organizations. 
Table 1.  Person-to-person file-sharing practices 
Employees are using personal emails to send sensitive files 84% 
Employees uploading to a cloud-based service such as Dropbox or YouSendIt 50% 
Employees have lost a USB drive 30% 
4 Related Work 
4.1 E-Exam Management Systems  
In the following, we discuss three previous proposals for the sharing and securing 
of examinations. 
• A Secure E-Exam Management System [14]: This is an attempt to deliver a system 
that is used to examine students without being physically available on site. The so-
lution addressed requirements needed to implement a trusted E-Exam system. The 
requirements are authenticity, privacy, correction, secrecy, receipt, and copy detec-
tion. The system is designed to be secure, using PKI with a secure schema and 
three players’ roles student, teacher and manager. Even though the proposal is per-
fect, and we can benefit from its security ideas, it is not appropriate for our purpos-
es. This is because our aim is to secure the sharing of exam questions and papers 
among “teachers”, not to examine the users. Another reason is the lack of infor-
mation about the infrastructure needed and the implementation design.!
• Software System for Secure Computer Aided Exams [15]: This is a good and inter-
esting proposal for creating a computer laboratory exam system that secures the 
exam submission and answer collection process. The proposed design and solution 
is server/client-based and uses a variety of standard industry solutions to secure 
implementations like database, firewall, and FTP. We can adopt several good ideas 
from this proposal, but it cannot be used in our case here for the same reasons that 
we gave for the aforementioned system.  This is not a system for connecting 
“teachers or lecturers”; moreover, the computing technologies used are not the 
most current.!
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• Secure and Flexible Global File Sharing [11]: An interesting proposal for building 
and designing a “Distributed Credential File System” (DisCFS) that uses trust 
management credentials to identify the files being stored and shared, users who 
will access the files, and  the conditions under which file access is allowed. The 
implementation allows “Administrators” to define users and their access, and “del-
egate” file access authorizations to “users”. The system is designed to be scalable, 
but it lacks the encryption mechanism to encrypt files on disk. Overall, the system 
design is good, but what we are looking for is a better mechanism that uses prede-
fined workflows, enhanced security, identity management, and utilization of mod-
ern computing solutions such as cloud. 
4.2 Recent Progress: FSS and Hybrid ECM 
In this section, we discuss recent solutions and technology used to share content in 
organizations and enterprises: File Sync and Share (FSS) and Hybrid Enterprise Con-
tent Management Hybrid ECM [16, 17]  
The need for sharing documents without going through the hassle of using email 
communication has increased, especially with the high use of mobile devices and web 
solutions [17]. The appearance of cloud storage on the market has encouraged this 
trend and currently we have many solutions offering file sharing at minimal cost and 
overriding the size restrictions of email attachments. 
With FSS, users can utilize sync clients on their desktops and mobile devices that 
can work offline and synchronize changes and updates later. This can be seen as a 
customized content management system within an organization’s specific network, 
which can be managed by an internal IT team that can control access to content. An-
other version of this is the cloud FSS which is managed by users themselves and give 
them full flexibility to manage the content and replaces some legacy technologies 
such as FTP [17, 18]. But as FSS has some disadvantages and drawbacks, one of the 
major problems of this solution is that sharing sensitive information over the public 
FSS will bypass all the counter-measures applied to prevent leaking and to secure 
sensitive data. In the case of private LAN solutions, even though the access control 
measures are applied, there is still no such mechanism to provide the content with an 
approval workflow and meta-data management infrastructure that makes it valuable 
for data mining and big-data projects [16, 18] 
Enterprise File Sync and Share (EFSS) addressed some of these challenges ena-
bling systems to be designed that secure cloud and mobile contents. EFSS offers sev-
eral features such as: 
• Notifications and Approval Workflows 
• Content Sharing  
• On-device previewing and editing
• Local synchronization for offline access 
• Saved search 
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But one of the things that prevents the EFSS from being an optimal solution for 
content management is the lack of meta-data management, policies, and advanced 
access control. ECM introduced the power of information management and govern-
ance capabilities, but still lacks some of the interesting feature of FSS. Therefore, 
there was a need to combine the best features of each in one package, Hybrid-ECM 
solution [17]. 
Hybrid-ECM combines the good things from both FSS and ECM. This solution 
support many use cases that makes it beneficial for originations, here are some [16, 
17]: 
Ad hoc Collaboration: this is actually what makes FSS necessary: it is easy to use 
and share, it supports mobile devices, and keeps  contents secure and controlled. 
Externalizing Enterprise Content: This will overcome one of the major prob-
lems of sharing contents outside organizations [16]. In FSS, users need to move con-
tent outside ECM and copy it to the cloud before having it accessible from outside. 
This has two serious problems. First, it is time consuming. And second, the break of 
the “link” between original content and the copied one makes it un-updatable and lose 
the “context”. With the Hybrid-ECM, the time issue is resolved, and both context and 
access control are retained.  
Now , what we are interested for IS a solution that is Hybrid-ECM like but with 
more customized security and access control that fit our needs as a secure exams ex-
change solution [17, 18].  
Our proposed system includes: 
• Inherit standard features of Document/content management features 
• Contains customized access control capabilities  
• Contains a workflow engine 
• Implements logging, auditing, notification , and archiving features 
• Cost-efficient compared to ECM and Hyprid-ECM solutions 
• Easy to use and maintain compared Hyprid-ECM solutions 
4 Methodology 
It is anticipated that our proposed solution will enable faculty members in SEU to 
transmit and share exam questions quickly and securely. We designed and imple-
mented a module or a system that uses a secure repository to store content, and a 
workflow engine to take the initial draft through a path of approvals and defining of 
recipients. The solution also includes a security shell and logic to control access, mon-
itor usage, and audit the activities.  
To implement the solution, we used a modern web-based interface that is user-
friendly to allow efficient interaction with authorized users. A modern web-based 
interface provides responsiveness for users to use the proposed system. A modern 
interface gives a system clarity, concision, familiarity, efficiency and consistency. We 
chose cloud computing as the most appropriate means of arriving at and implementing 
our solution because its advantages for business outweigh its disadvantages. The in-
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troduction of cloud computing services has greatly benefitted today’s businesses. The 
following are some of the advantages and benefits of utilizing cloud computing ser-
vices [3]: 
1. Cost efficiency compared to desktop applications and in-house IT applications. 
2. Availability of storage whenever needed. 
3. Backup and recovery for maximum protection and availability. 
4. Automatic software integration. 
5. Easy access to the information and applications in cloud from anywhere. 
6. Easy and quick deployment, extending and scaling the solution. 
7. As mentioned previously, we utilized the cloud’s Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
component. This gave us greater flexibility to run the system using our choice of 
hardware. Initially, we intended to build our proposed system using Platform as a 
Service (PaaS). However, due to time and financial constraints, we used IaaS but 
intend to extend our future work to include PaaS in the future.  By using cloud ser-
vices to host the application, we took advantage of the high-availability, security, 
manageability and continuity of service provided by the cloud provider. 
The solution will include: 
1. Secure data repository  
2. Workflow engine 
3. Security management components  
4. User-interface  
5. Cloud-to-host  
 
Fig. 3. The flowchart of our proposed system 
The proposed system is comprised of three parts. The first is Qch which stands for 
question of chapters, which is the process whereby questions are exchanged and 
shared between the various instructors/teachers in one unit. For example, a database 
unit is taught by many instructors in many campuses. The unit’s coordinator assigns 
to each instructor in a different campus the task of preparing questions for a certain 
unit. This part of the system facilitates the exchange of chapter-based questions be-
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tween the instructors at different locations and the unit's coordinator.  This process is 
repeated until the coordinator has received the final exam versions. Figure 4 illustrates 
the Qch process. 
Second is the FeTc, which stands for final exams to college coordinator, which is 
the process for sending the final exams from the unit coordinators to the college coor-
dinator. This process is repeated until the coordinator has received the final exam 
versions. Figure 5 illustrates the FeTc process. 
Third is the FeTcs, which stands for final exams to campus supervisor, which is 
the system’s access point through which the campus supervisor can download the 
exams. This process in our case study (SEU) becomes available only three hours be-
fore the exams. This is when the campus supervisor can log in to the system and ac-
cess the exams on a specific day and time in order to download. Note that each cam-
pus might have different exams.  Figure 6 illustrates the FeTcs process. 
 
Fig. 4. The Qch process 
 
Fig. 5. The FeTc process 
  
Fig. 6. The FeTcs process 
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The proposed architecture is illustrated in Figure 7. Note that a log-in verification 
code is required for more security, and the file is encrypted inside the cloud.  
Example: When the exam is available, contributors can upload draft versions to be 
reviewed by reviewer (Qch case). After uploading the drafts, reviewers can download 
draft versions and later compile and upload an amended exam version. After being 
marked as ‘Reviewed’, the next step is for the exam to be ‘Approved’ (FeTc case). 
Approvers use a dedicated interface to list exams pending in their workflow. An exam 
will keep moving through the workflow until no more approves exist and it will be 
available for downloading. Figure 8 illustrates the workflow of the platform (develop-
ment and deployment). 
Authorized users such as the campus supervisor can use the exam ACL (Access 
Control Lists) to log in and download the exam given the fact that the exam schedule 
allow exam access by comparing download time to open and share time (FeTcs case). 
This will guarantee that the downloader can obtain his copy only within the allowed 
time window. Figure 9 shows an example of the campus supervisor window.  
 
Fig. 7. The proposed architecture 
 
Fig. 8. The proposed development and deployment platform 
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Fig. 9. An example of the campus supervisor page  
5 Evaluation 
In this section, we present the initial results of our simulation in SEU. Here, we 
present only the first results based on the exams that were available. We conducted 
this experiment in April and May of 2017 using the exams file of the previous mid-
term exams. The data were provided by the campus supervisor.  The main aim at this 
stage was to test the time that it would take to extract exams using our proposed sys-
tem, and compare it with the time taken using the traditional email method. We began 
by running the simulation of our system to test the Qch for five units of the IT college. 
We tested the FeTc using ten units, and then the FeTcs with one exam day (eight 
units).  The proposed development and deployment platform consisted of: Oracle 
Forms 11g Developer, Oracle Forms 11g services, Oracle Weblogic 10.3.5, Oracle 
Database 11gR2. In future, we propose to conduct a full trial of our system by apply-
ing it to exams for over 120 units in SEU. Moreover, we will test the security features 
of the system.  
First we tested the Qch. This evaluation was conducted for five units and we com-
pared the traditional method with the Qch methodology. Figure 10 presents the results 
for two units. It is clear that the Qch methodology can extract the exams for all chap-
ter-based questions much faster than by using the traditional email method.  
Second, we tested the FeTc. This evaluation focused on 10 units. Figure 11 pre-
sents the results which show that the FeTc is faster for the three units and seven units 
from different colleges compared with the traditional method. As shown in Figure 11, 
the proposed system can reduce the execution time by more than 70%. Thus, we argue 
that with many exam units, the difference will be more significant.  
Third, we tested the FeTcs. This evaluation also focused on one light exam day (8 
units). Figure 12 presents the results which show that the FeTcs is significantly faster 
compared with the traditional method. The reason is that FeTcs allows the campus 
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supervisor to have faster and more secure access to all exams during the specified 
time. However, the traditional method forces the campus supervisor to search for each 
unit that is received from different colleges which causes many delays and is prone to 
error and confusion. 
 
Fig. 10. Comparison of the traditional method and the Qch for two units 
 
 (a)Three Units                                 (b)  Seven Units  
Fig. 11. Comparison of the traditional method and the FeTc for three and seven units 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the traditional method and the FeTcs on one exam day 
6 Findings 
Several findings emerged from our simulation.: First, it is clear that the proposed 
system will significantly decrease the time taken to exchange exams. For example, the 
Qch system, whereby exam sections are exchanged between teachers and units coor-
dinators, reduces by up to seven times the time that it takes for the exchange by the 
traditional email method which is currently being used in SEU.  
Furthermore, we tested the FeTc,  using 10 units from various colleges, and found 
that it can reduce the execution time by more than 70%. Based on this, we conclude 
that the difference will be even more significant with a larger number of exam units.  
We also applied the FeTcs to eight units on one exam day. In this simulation, we 
found that the FeTcs is significantly faster compared with the traditional method. The 
FeTcs allows the campus supervisor to have faster and more secure access to all ex-
ams compared with the traditional time consuming method, whereby the campus 
supervisor received the exams from each college individually.  Moreover, the tradi-
tional methods actually have two important drawbacks. The first is the human error 
factor demonstrated when, on one mid-term exam day, two errors were discovered in 
exams prior to their distribution, causing a delay and necessitating a rescheduling of 
exam time. However, with the FeTcs system, the human error factor has been signifi-
cantly reduced. Second, the system allows the campus supervisor to download the 
exams only during the open window time which increases the reliability of the system 
to deliver the exams during the allowed time based on the university system. This will 
greatly reduce the likelihood that exams will be leaked. 
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This work has several limitations. First, the only security feature is the ACL. To 
ensure that the correct user has the right of access, a verification method should be 
implemented. An SMS/Email or token verification should be included in the security 
feature. Moreover, an authentication step should be included to confirm that the exam 
paper has been delivered to the right recipient.  
7 Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose an integrated system for the fast and secure transmission 
of exams in e-learning institutions. The proposed system is comprised of three parts. 
First, Qch is the system used to send the question(s) to various instructors/teachers in 
one unit.  Second is the FeTc, which is the system for sending the final exams from 
the unit coordinators to the college coordinator. Third is the FeTcs, which is the sys-
tem that allows the campus supervisor to download the exams. We used SEU in Saudi 
Arabia as our case study for this research. The implementation of our system in SEU 
has shown promising and significant results compared with the traditional system. 
The proposed system is faster and more secure. Moreover, it safeguards against hu-
man error that can occur when email is the formal method used to transmit confiden-
tial data such as exams in e-learning/blended-learning institutions.  
This work can be extended in several directions. First, as mentioned, a more com-
prehensive trial of our system involving the exams for over 120 units in SEU would 
give us the opportunity to identify any shortcomings in the system. Moreover, the 
security of the system could be enhanced by including many features in addition to 
the ACL. The verification and authentication of the user should be included in order 
to guarantee the secure exchange of exams between colleges and campuses. 
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